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Ultrafast Electron Dynamics at Cu(111): Response of an Electron Gas to Optical Excitation

T. Hertel, E. Knoesel, M. Wolf, and G. Ertl
Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

(Received 11 July 1995)

Time-resolved two-photon photoemission is used to directly investigate the electron dynamics at a
Cu(111) surface with 60 fs laser pulses. We find that the time evolution of the photoexcited electron
population in the first image state can be described only by solving the optical Bloch equations to
properly account for coherence in the excitation process. Our experiments also provide evidence that
the dynamics of photoexcited bulk electrons is strongly influenced by hot electron cascades and that the
initial relaxation rates are in agreement with Fermi liquid theory.

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 73.25.+i
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Ultrafast lasers have been extensively used to stu
the relaxation and recombination dynamics of excit
bulk carriers in semiconductors [1–3] and nonequilibriu
processes in laser-heated metals [4,5]. In contrast to te
niques based on dynamic changes of macroscopic o
cal constants (e.g., transmission, reflection) time-resolv
photoemission (TRPE) allows adirect measurement of
the temporal evolution of the photoexcited electron d
tribution. In metals, where the initial relaxation dynamic
is governed by ultrafast electron-electronse-ed scattering,
TRPE experiment have shown that complete thermali
tion of the nascent hot electrons to a Fermi distributio
occurs on a time scale comparable to the electron-pho
se-phd relaxation times,1 psd [5]. Image-potential states
at metal surfaces provide an ideal system to study
excited electron gas and its coupling to a continuum
substrate excitations [6,7]. Time-resolved studies of t
image state dynamics, however, provide a challenge d
to the fast decay of the excitation on the order of few
tens of femtoseconds depending on their binding ene
with respect to the bulk band structure.

For coherent excitation of an electron gas with nea
transform limited laser pulses the rate of excitation
no longer given by Fermi’s golden rule and cannot b
described by simple rate equations. In order to prope
account for coherent excitation as well as for ener
relaxation and dephasing the optical Bloch equations m
be solved [8]. This treatment reveals that the rate
excitation is not the highest when the field strength o
the laser pulse reaches its maximum but rather when
pulse intensity decreases again. In this Letter we sh
that a precise measurement of the delay between
time profile of the pulse and the evolution of the excite
state population, which critically depends on the ener
relaxation timesT1d, allows us to analyze lifetimes which
are considerably shorter than the laser pulse duration.

We use time-resolved two-photon photoemissio
(2PPE) to investigate the response of an electron
to femtosecond excitation atlow excitation densities.
Our experiments show that the transient population
photoexcited electrons in thesn  1d image state on
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Cu(111) is retarded by,17 fs with respect to the time
response of a two-photon process from the occup
surface state via a virtual intermediate state in t
sp-band gap. The observed response can be success
modeled employing the optical Bloch equations, whi
a simple (incoherent) rate equation model is incons
tent with the observed linewidth. Thereby, lifetime
stn1  10 6 3 fsd considerably shorter than the lase
pulse duration can be analyzed. We further provi
evidence that the relaxation dynamics of photoexcit
bulk electrons is strongly influenced by cascade proces
via hot electron scattering with the cold Fermi sea, wh
the initial energy dependent relaxation rates agree w
predictions from Fermi liquid theory.

The experiments were performed with a 200 kH
Ti:sapphire-seeded regenerative amplifier pumping an
tical parametric amplifier (OPA) which outputs femtose
ond pulses tunable from 470 to 730 nm [9]. The OP
output is compressed to 60 fs pulse duration and a t
(200 mm) beta barium borate crystal is used to gene
ate second harmonic (UV) light. The UV and the vis
ible beam are delayed with respect to each other a
overlapped on the sample at 45± incidence angle polar-
ized within the plane of incidence. The cross-correlatio
width between the visible and UV pulses is 90 fs me
sured directly at the sample. We use a low fluence
,30 mJycm2 in both arms to avoid space charge broa
ening and to keep the rise of the electronic temperat
very small sDTe , 75 Kd. Thus our experiment probes
exclusively the nonequilibrated part of the electron dist
bution which hasnot thermalized to a Fermi distribution,
in contrast to previous studies of laser-heated metals [4
The Cu(111) crystal is mounted and cleaned in a UH
chamber as described elsewhere [10]. For some exp
ments the surface was exposed to CO at 90 K until t
work function decreased by 0.2 eV resulting in comple
quenching of surface and image states. The photoemi
electrons are detected within63± along the surface nor-
mal using the time-of-flight technique.

The electronic structure of the Cu(111) surface exhib
an occupied surface state in thesp-band gap with a
© 1996 The American Physical Society 535
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binding energy of 0.45 eV (at 90 K) for zero parall
momentumskk  0d [11]. A schematic energy diagram
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The firstsn  1d image
state is located close to the upper edge of thesp-band
gap at 4.1 eV aboveEF [7]. Because its wave function
penetrates deeply into the crystal, the image state
strongly coupled to electron-hole pair excitations in t
bulk. Figure 1 (right panel) shows a 2PPE spectr
recorded with2"v  4.2 eV pump and"v  2.1 eV
probe pulses in normal emission. The two featu
arise from the occupied surface state and the norm
unoccupiedsn  1d image state, respectively. Due to th
lack of intermediate states in the band gap, photoemis
from the surface state atkk  0 is a nonresonanttwo-
photon process via a virtual state (see inset). Thesn  1d
image state can only be populated by electrons fr
states withkk fi 0. The left panel shows the respectiv
cross-correlation signals from the surface state and
sn  1d image state as a function of the delay betwe
the UV pump and the visible probe. The full width
half maximum of the image state correlation trace (97
is only slightly broader compared with the surface st
(91 fs). However, the center of gravity of the image st
correlation trace is clearly shifted byDt  17 fs with
respect to the surface state response towards delays w
the UV pump pulse precedes the visible probe. T
shift of Dt  17 6 5 fs has been observed for variou
pump energies between 4.2 and 4.7 eV. The obse

FIG. 1. Right panel: 2PPE spectrum from Cu(111) obtain
with 4.2 eV pump and 2.1 eV probe pulses. The two featu
arise from the occupied surface state (SS) and the norm
unoccupiedsn  1d image state (IS), respectively. A schema
energy diagram of the electronic structure is shown in the in
(gray: projected bulk continuum). Left panel: Cross-correlat
traces obtained for the SS and IS, respectively.
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shift must be a consequence of the excitation proc
itself and is attributed to the different time response wh
a virtual state or a state with a finite lifetime serve
as an intermediate in the 2PPE process. It cannot
attributed to the scattering time from bulk states atkk fi 0
to the center of the image state band because photoexc
electrons at 4.2 eV aboveEF will relax on a time scale of
less than 1 fs (see below).

For interpretation of the observed time response
model the 2PPE process by two sequential excitat
steps. The first of these steps corresponds to the excita
from the ground statej1l to the intermediate statej2l
with a transition frequencyv12 (see Fig. 2). The second
step corresponds to excitation to the final statej3l where
the electron is photoemitted from the surface. Sin
the time response of thefinal state population is not of
relevance, we can restrict the discussion to a simple t
level system consisting ofj1l and j2l. The response to
a time dependent optical perturbation´std cossvtd is then
described by the optical Bloch equations in the dipole a
rotating frame approximations [8]:

dr22

dt


m12´std
2i"

sr̃12 2 r̃21d 2
r22

T1

dr̃12

dt


m12´std
2i"

sr22 2 r11d

1

µ
isv12 2 vd 2

1
T2

∂
r̃12 , (1)

with r̃12  r12 expf2isv12 2 vdtg, where rij are the
density matrix elements,m12 is the transition dipole mo-
ment, and́ std is the envelope of the pump pulse. Her
T1 is the energy relaxation time andT2  s1y2T1 1

1yTp
2 d21 is the dephasing time in statej2l, where Tp

2

FIG. 2. Solution of the optical Bloch equations for the dens
r22 in the intermediate statej2l of a three level system (see
inset). Solid lines refer to solutions for resonant excitati
sv  v12d, while the dashed line is the time integrated pul
envelope (rate equation limit). For nonresonance excitat
sv12 2 v  10Gd r22 directly follows the time profile of the
pulse (dotted line). All curves are normalized to the sam
maximum height.
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accounts for “true” dephasing, e.g., by elastic scat
ing. BecauseT2 is related to the intrinsic linewidthG
by G  2yT2, it is obvious thatT2 cannot vanish for
a transition with a finite linewidth as observed for th
image states. However, the frequently used rate eq
tion approach is only valid in the limitT2 ! 0 where
it becomes equivalent to the optical Bloch equatio
[8]. Our discussion is restricted to small field streng
with

R`
2`fm12´stdy"gdt ø p , which is satisfied for the

low fluence used in the experiment. Figure 2 displa
solutions of the Bloch equations for the excited st
population r22 calculated for coherent resonant excit
tion (v  v12, T2  2T1) with 60 fs sech2-shaped laser
pulses (solid lines). The failure of a simple rate equat
model employing Fermi’s golden rule to describe the tim
response forcoherentexcitation is seen most clearly b
comparison of the solution of Eq. (1) (solid line,T1  `)
and the time integral of the pulse envelope (dashed l
T1  `, T2  0). The latter would imply that the rate o
excitation is proportional to the pulse intensity. Howev
the solution of the optical Bloch equations (forT2  2T1)
shows that therate of excitation reaches its maximum
(point of inflection) at times where the pump pulse (d
ted line) has already passed its maximum. It is precis
this delay which enhances our sensitivity to the interme
ate state lifetime. For example, for a lifetimeT1  20 fs
and T2  2T1 the maximum in the excited state popul
tion is shifted byDt  27 fs as seen by comparison wit
the dotted line in Fig. 2. On the other hand, if the fr
quency of the perturbationv is tuned out of resonanc
sv12 2 v  10Gd, r22 follows directly the time profile
of the pulse (dotted line). The nonresonant 2PPE proc
from the surface state allows, therefore, one to determ
the true time zero of the pump pulse with respect to
probe. Since the measured signal is proportional to
time integrated population in the final statej3l, the second
photoemission step can be treated by convoluting the
culated populationr22 with the probe pulse.

For data analysis the pulse width and time zero w
first determined from the correlation trace of the surfa
state (Fig. 1) for the nonresonant transitionsv12 2 v 
4Gd. The measured trace of thesn  1d image state is
then fitted by a correlation trace calculated for reson
coherent excitationsT2  2T1d with the relaxation time
T1 as free parameter. From this analysis we obtai
lifetime T1  10 6 3 fs for the sn  1d image state on
Cu(111). If the measured linewidth of 85 meV derive
from 2PPE spectra [7] is included in the analysissT2 
2yGd, we obtain a lower limit for the true dephasing tim
of Tp

2 ¿ 30 fs. We note that a simple rate equatio
model (i.e., assumingT2 , 0) would yield T1  20 fs,
but the latter model would imply an infinitely broa
linewidth, in clear contrast to the experiment. Th
by employing the optical Bloch equations we are a
to analyze lifetimes considerably shorter than the la
pulse duration. This would not be possible without
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precise measurement of the true time zero employing
nonresonant two-photon process from the surface state
a reference.

Schoenleinet al. have studied the image state dynami
on silver surfaces with TRPE [6]. On Ag(111) the firs
image state lies close to the band edge and is very sh
lived, similar to Cu(111). However, the latter experime
failed to resolve the image state lifetime because on
changes in the cross-correlationwidth were analyzed
[6]. Image state lifetimes on Cu(111) have also be
deduced indirectly from linewidth measurements whic
revealed a lifetime broadeningG  85 6 10 meV [7].
This corresponds to a lifetimet  "yG of 8 6 1 fs,
which is in nice agreement with our direct measuremen

The analysis employing the optical Bloch equation
provides a basis to extend our studies to the mo
complicated hot electron dynamics in the bulk. Figure
displays the time resolved 2PPE signal from photoexcit
hot electrons at different energies aboveEF obtained
by cross-correlating 2.23 eV (visible) and 4.45 eV (UV
laser pulses with 65 fs duration. In order to elimina
contributions due to surface and image states the surf
was exposed to CO at 90 K. Identical findings for th
electron relaxation were obtained for0.5 # E 2 EF #

1.3 eV on clean Cu(111). The zero time delay wa
determined on the clean surface employing the 2P
signal from the surface state, as discussed above.

FIG. 3. 2PPE of photoexcited electrons for different energ
relative to EF vs time delay between the 2.23 eV pump an
4.45 eV probe pulse. Analysis of the initial rise using th
optical Bloch equations (dashed lines) yields lifetimestrise (d)
in agreement with Fermi liquid theory (see inset).
537
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correlation traces reveal an asymmetry in time indicatin
that the signal arises predominately from processes wh
the visible pulse acts as a pump while the UV puls
serves as a probe. Furthermore, the relaxation dynam
becomes obviously slower for energies close toEF , where
the photoemission signal persists for several hundr
femtoseconds.

The relaxation of the photogenerated nonequilibriu
electron distribution is a complicated many-body problem
According to Landau’s Fermi liquid theory the lifetime o
an excited electronte-e is determined by the available
phase space between the electron energyE and the
Fermi level EF and is given byte-e  t0fEFysE 2

EFdg2 with t0  128yp2
p

3vp [12]. For copper the
plasmon frequency isvp , 10 eV yielding t0  0.5 fs
[13]. On the average electrons will halve their energy p
scattering event and thereby excite electrons from bel
EF into unoccupied states above the Fermi level. As
consequence, secondary electrons originating from th
scattering processes will populate states withE 2 EF ,

"v. The time evolution of the electron distribution is
therefore, not only determined by the decay (loss)
the initial photoexcited electron distribution but also b
cascade processes (gain) from secondary electrons.

Our data analysis shows that the correlation traces
Fig. 3cannotbe satisfactorily described by a model whic
considers only depletion of the initial photoexcited popu
lation. Either the rise or the decay of the signal cann
be modeled simultaneously with a single relaxation tim
at each energy. We have, therefore, analyzed the ini
rise of the signal using the Bloch equations (dashed line
because at early times the dynamics should be less
fected by cascade processes. We assume rapid dep
ing sT2 ø 2T1d because momentum conservation implie
that photoexcitation within the coppersp band evolves
indirect transitions, which destroys the coherence of t
excitation. While the initial rise can be satisfactorily re
produced, a contribution to the signal persisting to long
time delays cannot be described by the decay of the init
population with a single relaxation time (dashed lines
Fig. 3). This effect becomes more pronounced for ene
gies closer toEF , and we take this as evidence that th
dynamics of photoexcited bulk electrons is strongly influ
enced by cascade processes. Furthermore, a fraction
the initial electron distribution will be lost by transpor
out of the detection volume into the bulk [14]. Thedecay
of the cross-correlation signal is, therefore, governed
a complicated superposition of the energy dependent li
time in each state, cascade, and transport process.

Our analysis of theinitial rise of the correlation data
minimizes interference with cascade and transport effe
and allows us to estimate hot electron lifetimes as
function of the energy aboveEF. The resulting relaxation
times trise are compared with the prediction from Ferm
liquid theory in the inset of Fig. 3. The agreemen
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between the experimentally obtainedtrise and Fermi
liquid theory is surprisingly good taking into accoun
that the electronic structure of copper deviates from
ideal free electron gas. Since the Cu3d bands lie 2 eV
below EF , copper may still be regarded as a near
free electron metal in the energy range probed by o
experiment. Other TRPE studies have reported lifetim
,2.5 times longer than predicted by Fermi liquid theo
[5,14]. However, in these experiments only the dec
of the electron distribution was analyzed which is, as w
have shown, affected by cascade processes.

In conclusion, we have presented experimental e
dence that, for coherent excitation of an electron gas
nearly transform limited laser pulses, excited state li
times—considerably shorter than the pulse duration—c
be determined if the precise time zero of the exciting la
pulse is known. The sensitivity to the excited state lif
time is due to a delay in therate of excitation with respect
to the temporal profile of the pump pulse. This effect c
be readily accounted for by the optical Bloch equations

We acknowledge valuable comments by M. Aesch
mann, R. Haight, P. Saalfrank, and inspiring discussio
with I. V. Hertel on Bloch’s equations.
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